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ABSTRACT 
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CO-EXPOSURE ON BEHAVIOUR AND COGNITION  
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University of Guelph, 2022   Dr. Craig Bailey 

      Dr. Francesco Leri 

 

Co-occurrence of alcohol and electronic cigarette use during adolescence is frequent. 

However, little is known about their combined long-lasting effects. We examined whether 

co-exposure during adolescence would impact behaviour and cognition in adulthood. 

Four groups of adolescent male and female rats received either vehicle or nicotine vapour 

while having continuous voluntary access to alcohol. In adulthood, rats underwent 

behavioural testing. Female adult rats had a higher intake and preference for alcohol 

compared to males. Male and female adult rats had greater alcohol preference compared 

to their preference as adolescents. Male rats exposed to vapourized nicotine during 

adolescence exhibited altered reward-related learning in adulthood. Male rats that drank 

alcohol in adolescence showed learning impairments as adults. These effects were not 

seen in female equivalents. Our results indicate that co-exposure to alcohol and 

vapourized nicotine during adolescence produces long-term sex specific effects in 

reward- and cognition-related behaviours.
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1 Literature Review 
 
1.1 Adolescent Neurodevelopment  
 
Adolescence is the transitional period from childhood to adulthood in which development 
of reproductive function takes place, with individuals also acquiring the necessary skills 
that allow for independence from parental care (Parent et al. 2003). The adolescent age 
range spans the ages of 10-19 years, with slight differences based on ethnicity, nutritional 
conditions and secular trends (Parent et al. 2003). As such, one of the important hallmarks 
of the adolescent period is puberty. Though puberty and adolescence intersect, there is 
a divide between adolescent development and the onset of puberty, in that brain 
maturational processes occur irrespective of gonadal function (Spear 2000). Thus, 
puberty is defined as reaching sexual maturity, and is merely only a part of adolescence, 
where males begin puberty at approximately 15 years, much later than females, at the 
age of 13 (Spear 2000). During this time, multiple physiological and psychological 
changes do take place, with brain development being the greatest (Spear 2000).  
 
The development of the brain during adolescence is characterized by the emergence of 
critical processes during which various areas undergo reorganization in synaptic 
connectivity, the diminution of gray matter volume by way of synaptic pruning and 
increase in white matter volume (Spear 2000). Many of these neuronal changes occur 
extensively in cortical and limbic structures (Schneider 2013). However, the limbic 
system, involved in reward-seeking behaviours, is actively maturating much more rapidly 
than the prefrontal cortex (PFC), the brain region responsible for executive functions such 
as working memory, decision making and impulse control (Yuan et al. 2015). The 
asynchronous development of the PFC with respect to the limbic system is believed to 
underlie the propensity for impulsivity and risk-seeking behaviour often seen in 
adolescents (Yuan et al. 2015). While risk taking during the teenage years may be 
normative and functionally adaptive to achieve independence, such behaviours may 
contribute to experimentation with substances of abuse. Based on the developmental 
reorganizational processes, the adolescent brain is sensitive to exogenous insults, 
namely psychotropic drugs, thereby creating a window of vulnerability to the emergence 
of drug-induced neurobiological alterations (Thorpe et al. 2020). Therefore, adolescents 
are both at increased risk for substance use and highly susceptible to their effects.  
 
The use of laboratory rats is recognized as an important approach in neurobehavioural 
studies, given that they share many similar features as humans. However, one of the 
challenges of using preclinical models for adolescence is defining the age that is most 
comparable to humans (Clancy et al. 2007). When it comes to adolescence, this period 
in rats typically spans postnatal days (PND) 28-42 (Spear 2000). In more detail, at 
PND21, rats are typically weaned and undergo sexual maturation thereafter (Lewis et al. 
2002). This point is reached at approximately PND 45-48 in males but, like humans, in 
females, maturity is much earlier at PND 32-34 (Lewis et al. 2002). Aside from the 
similarities seen in sexual maturity between adolescent human and rats, significant brain 
maturation processes including myelination, synaptic pruning and changes in receptor 
levels are also conserved (Spear 2000). Additionally, behaviours such as novelty seeking, 
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social play, risk-taking and exploratory-like behaviours that are typically observed in 
human adolescents are pronounced amongst their rat counterparts (Spear 2000). 
Because of these peculiarities, adolescent rats are a well-suited animal model for 
investigating the effects of drug use during adolescence on subsequent neurobiological 
and behavioural function. 
 
1.2 Alcohol and Nicotine Co-Use 
 
Alcohol and nicotine are frequently used sequentially and simultaneously by adolescents 
(Crummy et al. 2020) with a high prevalence of concurrent alcohol consumption and 
electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) vaping (Zuckermann et al. 2019). Vaping high school 
students also showed greater alcohol drinking compared to non-vapers (Rothrock et al. 
2020), and alcohol and e-cigarette use is the most common type of co-use in this 
population (Frie et al. 2021). The long-term effects of vaping are currently unknown, as 
are the consequences of alcohol and e-cigarette co-use (Frie et al. 2021). In contrast, the 
additive effects of alcohol and combustible tobacco co-use are well established. For 
example, cigarette smoking amplifies cognitive deficits in adults who excessively drink 
alcohol, and alcohol-dependent adults who smoke cigarettes show pronounced 
neurobiological abnormalities in anterior brain regions compared to alcohol-dependent 
non-smokers (Marshall, Heffernan, and Hamilton 2016; Durazzo et al. 2013). However, 
the research on the consequences of alcohol and nicotine co-use in adolescence on 
subsequent behaviour in adulthood are limited. Unfortunately, these effects cannot be 
systematically examined in humans given the ethical implications. Thus, animal models 
are required to mitigate this challenge in order to explore the putative cause and effect 
relationship. Yet, there is a dearth of preclinical research exploring the long-term effects 
of alcohol and nicotine vapour co-use. The preclinical studies that do exist suggest that 
adolescent alcohol and nicotine co-use may produce additive effects on behavioural 
outcomes. In adolescent male rats, concurrent intravenous self-administration of nicotine 
and alcohol was more reinforcing than either drug alone – an effect not observed in adults 
(Lárraga, Belluzzi, and Leslie 2017). A combination of the two substances also increased 
ambulatory activity, and decreased anxiety-like behaviours in adolescent, but not adult, 
male rats (Cross and Leslie 2021). Together, these results suggest that there may be 
fundamental differences in the effects of alcohol and nicotine co-use in adolescents 
compared to adults. This paucity in research accentuates the importance of exploring the 
ramifications of concurrent alcohol and nicotine vapour use among adolescents that may 
persist into adulthood.  Therefore, examining their effects may have implications for 
implementing preventative measures for the concurrent use of e-cigarettes and alcohol 
consumption in adolescents, thereby reducing their co-use and associated cognitive 
deficits. However, there is a substantial amount of research that explores the long-term 
ramifications of adolescent alcohol and nicotine use in isolation, which would be valuable 
in establishing hypotheses regarding the effects of these drugs together. 
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1.3 Nicotine 
 
1.3.1 E-Cigarette Use 
Smoking is one of the leading causes of preventable death in North America, with 9 out 
of 10 adult smokers reporting their first use of cigarettes before the age of 18 (National 
Center for Chronic Disease, Health Promotion Office on, and Health 2012). Although 
smoking among adolescents has substantially declined due to the increasing public 
awareness of the adverse effects of tobacco exposure, current use of e-cigarettes by 
teens is escalating at an alarming rate (Miech et al. 2021). In fact, in 2020, 30.7% of 10th 
graders and 34.5% of 12th graders reported using e-cigarettes, following a two-fold 
increase over the past two years (Miech et al. 2021). The behavioural and physiological 
addictive properties behind e-cigarettes are induced by the psychoactive compound 
nicotine (Ren and Lotfipour 2019). Thus, e-cigarettes are nicotine delivery devices that 
vapourize nicotine and other constituents in order to simulate smoking a conventional 
cigarette (Jones and Salzman 2020). Undoubtedly, the exponential growth of their use in 
the past decade has significantly changed the landscape of substance use in adolescents 
(Jones and Salzman 2020). The increase in prevalence can be attributed to easy 
accessibility, the plethora of flavours, and its increased promotion through the use of 
youth-dominated social media outlets (Yuan et al. 2015). Notably, the misinformed belief 
that e-cigarettes are a safer alternative to conventional smoking has shown to increase 
the chances of cigarette-naïve adolescents to initiate e-cigarette use (Ambrose et al. 
2014; Amrock et al. 2015). This preconceived notion puts a population of adolescents 
who would not otherwise smoke, at increased risk for neurobiological changes induced 
by nicotine (Camenga et al. 2014). Currently, JUUL is one of the most popular e-cigarette 
brands used amongst teenagers and has taken over the e-cigarette market due to its 
novel nicotine formulation and ability to be concealable (Jackler and Ramamurthi 2019). 
Each JUUL pod contains four times the nicotine content of a single combustible cigarette 
and delivers substantially higher levels of nicotine relative to earlier e-cigarette devices 
(Jackler and Ramamurthi 2019). In contrast to the well-known deleterious effects of 
tobacco smoking, the safety profile of e-cigarettes in the context of their effects on 
adolescent cognitive function remains unknown. Thus, the escalation in adolescent use 
of e-cigarettes and the lack of research of their effects underscores the importance of 
investigating the risks of developmental nicotine vapour exposure. 
 
1.3.2 Neurobiological Consequences 
Nicotine exerts its effects by acting as an agonist on the cholinergic system by binding to 
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs); a family of pentameric ligand-gated ion 
channels consisting of alpha and beta subunits (Ren and Lotfipour 2019). Rodent studies 
show an upregulation of high-affinity nAChRs containing a4b2 subunits in the adolescent 
brain in response to chronic nicotine exposure (Adriani et al. 2003; Counotte et al. 2012; 
Kota, Robinson, and Imad Damaj 2009; Abreu-Villaça et al. 2003; Doura et al. 2008). 
Similar increases have been reported in heterologous systems (Kuryatov, Onksen, and 
Lindstrom 2008; Tumkosit et al. 2006) and post mortem brains of smokers (Perry et al. 
1999). This upregulation of nAChR induced by nicotine causes increases in nAChR 
subunit protein levels accompanied by an increase in nicotine-stimulated GABAergic 
transmission within the medial PFC (Counotte et al. 2012; Marks et al. 2011). Using an 
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infusion paradigm designed to match the plasma levels found in human smokers, Trauth 
and colleagues have even demonstrated that choline acetyltransferase activity is 
significantly reduced in the midbrain during adolescent nicotine treatment and one month 
thereafter (Trauth et al. 2000). Using the same nicotine infusion paradigm, long-term 
alterations in gene expression, macromolecular characteristics and cell number in 
proportion with brain cell damage was also observed as a result of nicotine exposure 
during adolescence (Trauth, Seidler, and Slotkin 2000; Trauth et al. 1999).  
 
Moreover, exposure to nicotine is associated with a reduction in the volume of the 
orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate cortex in comparison to non-smokers (Li et al. 2015). 
Consistently, repeated nicotine exposure also alters the structure of neurons within the 
PFC – increasing dendritic spine density and length, along with long-term structural 
changes of the PFC’s layer V pyramidal neurons (Bergstrom et al. 2008; Brown and Kolb 
2001). Another preclinical report found that adolescent rats treated with nicotine injections 
three times per day for ten days led to long-term changes in spike-timing dependent 
synaptic plasticity in the PFC via alterations in metabotropic glutamate type 2 receptors 
(mGluR)2 (Goriounova and Mansvelder 2012), potentially contributing to disturbances in 
excitatory and inhibitory balances within the PFC.  
 
Additionally, compelling research has demonstrated alterations in neuronal morphology 
within the hippocampus following nicotine use in adolescence (Adriani et al. 2004; 
Holliday et al. 2016). For instance, mice exposed to nicotine during adolescence 
displayed reductions in branching and dendritic length for the apical dendrites of CA1 
pyramidal cells and the down regulation of AMPA GluR2/3 receptor subunits (Adriani et 
al. 2004; Holliday et al. 2016). Nicotine exposure has also been shown to affect the 
dopaminergic system. Specifically, the hyperactivity of dopaminergic neuronal 
populations within the mesolimbic ventral tegmental area, as well as a selective 
downregulation of PFC dopamine D1 receptor expression, following adolescent exposure 
in adult rats (Jobson et al. 2019). Interestingly, these nicotine-induced brain abnormalities 
were all unique to adolescents, and not found in adults. 
 
1.3.3 Cognitive and Behavioural Consequences 
The effects of nicotine are much more profound during adolescence, where adolescents 
demonstrate nicotine dependence patterns at only half of the intake rate of adults 
(Prokhorov et al. 1996; DiFranza 2008). Similarly, preclinical studies have highlighted 
adolescents’ heightened sensitivity to nicotine’s rewarding properties, whereby 
administration of low doses of nicotine was sufficient in generating conditioned place 
preference in adolescent but not in adult rats (Vastola et al. 2002; Belluzzi et al. 2004; 
Frie et al. 2020). Additionally, self-administration studies have reported adolescent rats 
acquire nicotine more readily and at higher amounts (Chen, Matta, and Sharp 2007; Levin 
et al. 2003). This, in combination with the fact that adolescents show less pronounced 
withdrawal symptoms and aversion to nicotine compared to adults (Adriani et al. 2002; 
Shram et al. 2008), may increase the vulnerability to future smoking and e-cigarette use.  
 
The altered neuronal activity induced by nicotine exposure during adolescence is also 
paralleled in behavioural responses. Studies have reported that adolescent daily smokers 
do significantly worse than non-smokers in a variety of behavioural tasks predicated on 
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working memory and attention (Jacobsen et al. 2005; Fried, Watkinson, and Gray 2006). 
These deficits in working memory are even more pronounced in younger smokers than 
aged smokers (Falcone et al. 2014), however the causal impact of smoking on cognition 
remains unknown. Preclinical studies have demonstrated rats treated with nicotine during 
adolescence showed long-term decrements in executive functions such as attention, 
impulsive action (Counotte et al. 2009), and serial pattern learning (Fountain et al. 2008) 
thereby echoing the observations made in adolescent smokers. Additionally, impairments 
in contextual fear learning – a hippocampal-reliant task – indicated by lower freezing to a 
context previously associated with a shock, in adult rodents that were chronically exposed 
to nicotine during adolescence, but not in those exposed during adulthood (Holliday et al. 
2016; Spaeth et al. 2010; Portugal et al. 2012). Similar results were reported when 
assessing trace fear conditioning, a task dependent on both hippocampal and PFC 
learning (Connor and Gould 2017).  
 
Reward-related learning has also been shown to be impacted by adolescent nicotine use. 
For instance, adolescent smokers exhibit greater novelty seeking and discount delayed 
rewards more steeply than non-smoking comparisons (Peters et al. 2011). Studies with 
animal models likewise typically report similar alterations to reward-associated 
behaviours. For example, nicotine exposure in adolescent rats augments the subsequent 
acquisition of cue-elicited approach behaviours toward reward-associated cues (Quick et 
al. 2014). This demonstrates nicotine’s ability to enhance the incentive salience of reward-
associated stimuli which may perhaps reflect an increase in later addiction vulnerability 
via the enhancement of assigning pathological incentive salience to cues that predict 
rewards. 
 
1.4 Alcohol  
Alcohol is one of the most commonly used drugs among adolescents - whereby 7.10 
million have reported consuming alcohol in the last month, and an estimated 414,000 
adolescents meet the criteria for DSM-IV lifetime alcohol abuse in the United States 
(Swendsen et al. 2012). The consumption of alcohol at high doses causes sedation, 
anterograde amnesia and motor incoordination. But the sequelae of underage drinking 
extends far beyond its acute effects, carrying the risk of cognitive impairments and 
susceptibility to addiction later in life. These effects are mediated by alcohol’s primary 
modes of action including the excessive activation of gamma-aminobutyric acid Type A 
receptors (GABAAR), and the blockade of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate 
receptors (Li, Wilson, and Swartzwelder 2003). 
 
1.4.1 Neurobiological Consequences 
The heightened neuronal plasticity that characterizes the adolescent brain as it matures 
makes it vulnerable to structural and neurobiological disturbances caused by alcohol 
exposure. Indeed, human studies have reported adolescent heavy drinkers have altered 
neurodevelopmental trajectories such as accelerated decreases in gray matter within the 
temporal and frontal lobes and a reduction in overall white matter integrity relative to 
controls (Squeglia et al. 2015; Luciana et al. 2013). Similarly, adolescent rats exposed to 
alcohol showed decreases in connectivity (Broadwater et al. 2018), impairment in 
synaptic plasticity (Tapia-Rojas et al. 2018), and poorer white matter integrity (Vetreno et 
al. 2016).  
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On a molecular level, alcohol can alter glutamatergic and GABAergic neurotransmission. 
For example, adolescent intermittent alcohol exposure has been shown to reduce 
GABAAR-mediated inhibition within the hippocampus (Fleming et al. 2012), reduce the 
density of the A-type K+ current in hippocampal GABAergic interneurons (Li et al. 2013) 
and decrease levels of hippocampal δ-GABAAR subunit protein (Centanni et al. 2014) in 
adulthood. Likewise, glutamatergic activity is also affected, as preclinical studies have 
revealed reductions in the expression of NMDA receptor subunits, alterations in the 
expression of several NMDA receptor genes within the periaqueductal grey and the down-
regulation of the phosphorylation of the NMDAR2B subunit in the PFC (McClintick et al. 
2016, 2015). Additionally, alterations in glutamate re-uptake transporter expression have 
been seen, specifically with increased expression of SLC1A3 and decreases in SLC1A2 
expression (McClintick et al. 2016). Like nicotine, the dopaminergic system has also been 
shown to be disrupted following adolescent alcohol use. For example, alcohol exposure 
in adolescent rodents caused an increase in GABA inhibitory tone on dopaminergic 
neurons within the ventral tegmental area resulting in decreases and increases in tonic 
and phasic dopamine responses respectively (Schindler et al. 2016). Moreover, changes 
in dopaminergic neurotransmission in the prelimbic cortex have been revealed, with 
reductions in catechol-O-methyltransferase expression and D1 receptor modulation of 
neural activity in pyramidal neurons (Trantham-Davidson et al. 2017).  
 
1.4.2 Cognitive and Behavioural Consequences 
Similar to nicotine exposure, the substantial alterations in brain morphology induced by 
alcohol exposure in adolescence may manifest itself as behavioural deficits that persist 
later in life. Neuropsychological studies have revealed that adolescent binge drinkers 
have poorer executive function, experiencing more difficulties related to visuospatial 
working memory (Weissenborn and Duka 2003) and cognitive flexibility (Salas-Gomez et 
al. 2016). In support of these results, cognitive studies in adult rodents treated with alcohol 
in adolescence have demonstrated impairments in executive functioning such as 
disruptions in behavioural flexibility when assessed using the Morris water maze 
(Coleman et al. 2011) and set-shifting assays (Gass et al. 2014). Aside from higher order 
cognition, mounting preclinical evidence have reported impairments in other cognitive 
domains including spatial memory (White et al. 2000), object recognition memory 
(Vetreno and Crews 2015; Fernandes et al. 2018) and tone-associated fear retention 
(Bergstrom, McDonald, and Smith 2006) as a consequence of adolescent alcohol use. 
Similarly, human adolescents that engage in binge drinking exhibit deficits in 
hippocampal-dependent memory such as episodic (Sneider et al. 2013; Carbia et al. 
2017) and verbal declarative memory (Parada et al. 2011).  
 
In support of the associations between alcohol consumption during adolescence and 
perturbations to dopamine-mediated behaviours, preclinically, adolescent alcohol 
drinking  has been shown to alter incentive learning processes by enhancing conditioned 
approach toward reward-associated cues in adulthood (McClory and Spear 2014; 
Madayag et al. 2017; Spoelder et al. 2015). Indeed, this characteristic of assigning 
incentive value to reward-predictive cues has been associated with a reduction in impulse 
control and a vulnerability to future substance abuse (Flagel et al. 2010; Lovic et al. 2011). 
Data from human studies have even observed a connection with high levels of adolescent 
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drinking to novelty-seeking behaviours which may be synonymous to making risky 
maladaptive choices (Whelan et al. 2014). Confirming these patterns, preclinical work has 
shown the promotion of maladaptive risk taking using a probability-discounting task when 
tested in adulthood (Clark et al. 2012; Nasrallah et al. 2011). 
 
Furthermore, the early initiation of alcohol use may also lead to a higher prevalence in 
developing dependency to alcohol in adulthood (Silins et al. 2018). Numerous 
observational studies have reported significant increases in alcohol consumption in 
adulthood following heavy and frequent drinking episodes during adolescents (Silins et 
al. 2018; Olsson et al. 2016; Addolorato et al. 2018). On the contrary, rodent studies show 
conflicting results, where some alcohol exposure during adolescence increases voluntary 
ethanol drinking and preference intake in adulthood (Maldonado-Devincci et al. 2010; 
Alaux-Cantin et al. 2013; Pandey et al. 2015), while others found no differences (Slawecki 
and Betancourt 2002; Nentwig et al. 2019). A caveat of these studies, however, is the 
varying methodologies used for exposure to alcohol. Nonetheless, these findings as a 
collective demonstrate adolescents vulnerability to alcohol-induced neurotoxicity resulting 
in long-lasting impairments.   
 
1.5 Sex Differences 
Previous research has identified sex differences in both alcohol and nicotine use. Indeed, 
men have a greater sensitivity to smoking effects on alcohol behaviours, as evidenced by 
higher alcohol consumption after the administration of nicotine compared to their female 
counterparts (Acheson et al. 2006). Conversely, alcohol increases smoking behaviour in 
men but not in woman (Rose et al. 2004; King et al. 2009; McKee, Harrison, and Shi 
2010). Preclinical studies have even suggested that females have a more heightened 
sensitivity to the rewarding properties of alcohol and nicotine (Torres et al. 2014; Donny 
et al. 2000). For instance, female rats displayed conditioned place preference to lower 
doses of alcohol than males (Torres et al. 2014) and the acquisition of self-administration 
was much faster at lower doses for females relative to males (Donny et al. 2000). Due to 
the differences in the response to both drugs in males and females (Kasten et al. 2020), 
as well as the known sex differences in brain development (Kaczkurkin, Raznahan, and 
Satterthwaite 2019), it is imperative to understand the effects of the combination of 
nicotine and alcohol across the two sexes.  
 
1.6 Objectives and Hypothesis 
Given the high prevalence of the use of alcohol and nicotine together, the extent to which 
alcohol consumption co-occurs with e-cigarette use has received less attention, let alone 
during adolescence. Thus, considering the recent growth in e-cigarette use and the 
pervasiveness of its use with alcohol in adolescents, the objective of this study is to 
elucidate the impact of early concurrent use of alcohol and nicotine vapour on the 
subsequent behavioural and cognitive deficits in adulthood. We hypothesize that 
exposure to nicotine vapour during adolescence will affect alcohol drinking behaviours in 
adolescence and adulthood and that the co-exposure of alcohol and nicotine vapour in 
adolescence will elicit pronounced impairments in reward- and cognitive-related 
behaviours in adult rats when compared with exposure to either drug in isolation. 
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2 Materials and Methods 
 
2.1 Animals  
 
All procedures were approved by the Animal Care Committee at the University of Guelph 
and carried out with the recommendations of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Male 
(N=39) and female (N=35) Sprague-Dawley rats aged PND21 upon arrival were obtained 
from Charles River laboratories with lactating dams (Montreal, Canada), weaned on PND 
25-26, and were given nine days of acclimatization to the facility before any handling or 
experimental procedures began. The animals were maintained in a temperature- and 
humidity-controlled vivarium on a 12-hour reverse light-dark cycle (7AM-7PM). Upon 
weaning, same-sex littermates were housed to two per cage. On PND28, pair-housed 
rats were separated by a mesh divider in order to measure individual food, water and 
alcohol intake while still having social contact (Boggiano et al. 2008). All animals had 
access to standard chow and water ad libitum until behavioural testing commenced. The 
rats were randomly assigned to one of four exposure groups: 1) Vehicle Vapour (control 
for Nicotine)/Water (Control for Alcohol) (Control [CO]) (N=8/sex); 2) Vehicle 
Vapour/Alcohol (AO) (N=11/male, N=9/female); 3) Nicotine Vapour/Water (NO) (N=8/sex) 
or 4) Nicotine Vapour/Alcohol (AN) (N=11/male, N=9/female). Figure 1 schematically 
illustrates the experimental protocol. All tasks were performed in the same animals, given 
sufficient time before proceeding to the subsequent test, allowing animals to be left 
unchallenged, while also decreasing carryover effects from prior tests. To avoid any 
scent-induced cues, equipment was cleaned between each experiment with a hydrogen 
peroxide solution. 
 
2.2 Drug Preparation 
 
2.2.1 Nicotine  
JUUL mint flavoured 5% nicotine e-liquid pods (59mg/ml) (JUUL Labs, Toronto, Canada), 
one of the most popular JUUL flavours among adolescents (Davis et al. 2021) or vehicle 
e-liquid without flavouring was administered. The vehicle e-liquid was a mixture of 30:70 
propylene glycol (PG) to vegetable glycerin (VG) which has been quantified previously by 
gas chromatography and is representative of commercially available JUUL pods (Talih et 
al. 2019).  
 
2.2.2 Alcohol 
Ethanol (95%, volume/volume) (Commercial Alcohols, Brampton, Canada) was diluted to 
a final concentration of 10% volume/volume solution in tap water. The final concentration 
was chosen based off previous studies that explored adolescent alcohol use and 
subsequent behaviour in adulthood (Alaux-Cantin et al. 2013). Water served as the 
control.  
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2.3 Experiment 1: Effects of Adolescent Nicotine Vapour Exposure on 
Alcohol Drinking in Adolescence 
 
2.3.1 Vapour Administration Procedure 
Beginning at PND30, passive nicotine vapour exposure was conducted using the 
OpenVape apparatus (Frie et al. 2020). Adolescent rodents were exposed to nicotine via 
vapour inhalation as the route of administration as it best simulates the pharmacokinetics 
that are associated with e-cigarette smoking in humans, thereby increasing translational 
relevance (Cohen and George 2013). Animals in the nicotine vapour only (NO) and 
concurrent alcohol drinking and nicotine vapour (AN) exposure groups received nicotine 
vapour. Animals in the control (CO) and alcohol only (AO) exposure groups received 
vehicle vapour. All animals received 10 minutes of vapour exposure a day (beginning at 
7:00AM) for 16 days, with each epoch of pump activation resulting in 10, 2-second 
puffs/minute (Frie et al. 2020). The nicotine exposure duration was chosen based on 
previous findings from Frie et al. 2020 demonstrating behavioural and pharmacological 
relevant results following nicotine vapour exposure using the same vapour apparatus in 
adult and adolescent male rats. Animals from each exposure group and sex were placed 
in the exposure chamber together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Experimental Timeline. Handling of all animals began on postnatal day (PND)21 until PND28. 
On PND28 same sex littermates that were housed together (two animals per cage) were divided by a mesh 
divider. Vapourized nicotine and voluntary alcohol consumption began on PND30 and continued until 
PND46. Following exposure, all animals were left to grow into adulthood. On PND72, all animals began 
food restriction to achieve 85% of their body weight and were maintained at this weight until the end of 
Pavlovian conditioning approach (PCA) testing. On PND85, all rats underwent magazine training in 
preparation for PCA testing the following day. PCA testing continued for 12 days. By PND97, all rats were 
fed ad libitum. Beginning on PND103, all animals underwent fear conditioning testing for a duration of 3 
days. Lastly, all animals were assessed on their alcohol consumption using a two-bottle preference test 
from PND110-115. *All animals remained in their same paired caged condition throughout adulthood. 
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2.3.2 Two-Bottle Choice Test 
 
2.3.2.1 Adolescent Alcohol Exposure 
During the duration of vapour exposure (PND30-46), rats assigned to AO and AN 
exposure groups were given continuous access (except during vapour exposure) to 10% 
ethanol and tap water in a two-bottle preference design (described in detail below). Rats 
assigned to the CO and NO exposure groups received continuous access (except during 
vapour exposure) to two bottles of tap water. 
 
2.3.2.2 Adulthood Alcohol Exposure  
The effects of adolescent voluntary alcohol drinking (with or without nicotine vapour 
inhalation) on alcohol consumption and preference in adulthood was quantified using a 
two-bottle alcohol preference test as previously described (Hamidullah et al. 2021). 
Beginning at PND110, all rats (including groups that did not receive alcohol during 
adolescence) were given 24-hour access to 10% ethanol and tap water for four days. To 
prevent location preference development, the position of the bottles was switched daily. 
A control bottle containing water was placed on an empty cage for the measurement of 
leakage from the bottles. The average volume depleted from the control bottle was 
subtracted from the individual drinking volume each day. Bottles were measured and 
recorded daily. The main outcome measurements were alcohol consumption (in g/kg) and 
alcohol preference (%). Alcohol preference was calculated as:  
 

!"#$%&	()	*+%	-./(0(.	( !"!)

!"#$%&	()	*+%	-./(0(.	3 !"!45!"#$%&	()	678	(
!
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2.4 Experiment 2: Effects of Adolescent Nicotine Vapour and Alcohol Co-
Exposure on Behavioural and Cognitive Outcomes in Adulthood 
 
2.4.1 Pavlovian Conditioned Approach 
The incentive salience of rewarding cues can be inferred using Pavlovian conditioned 
approach (PCA) tasks, wherein a previously neutral stimulus such as a lever, becomes a 
conditioned stimulus (CS) when it is repeatedly paired with the delivery of an 
unconditioned stimulus (US) such as a food reward (Meyer et al. 2012). Animals that 
develop this conditioned response (CR) to approach the CS are termed sign-trackers, 
while others will preferentially approach the reward delivery location when the cue is 
presented; termed goal-trackers. Though both behaviours require associative learning, 
the degree of sign-tracking represents the incentive salience that is attributed to the cue. 
 
2.4.1.1 Apparatus 
Behavioural procedures were carried out in standard operant chambers (Coulbourn 
Instruments, Allentown, PA) enclosed in sound-attenuating cubicles (76.2 x 46.99 x 44.96 
cm). The chambers were outfitted with a food cup located in the center of the right sidewall 
and retractable levers were positioned to the left and right of the food cup. The cubicles 
also contained surveillance cameras to monitor behaviours during testing. Data collection 
from Graphic State software (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA) was transformed 
using a customized Microsoft Excel macro. 
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2.4.1.2 Behavioural Procedure 
Beginning on PND72, body weights were reduced to 85% of baseline body weight. All 
rats remained food restricted until the completion of the experiment and were fed after 
each testing session. All rats were given 45mg Dustless Precision sucrose banana 
flavoured pellets (Bio-Serv, Flemington, NJ, product #F0024) in their home cages for one 
day to reduce potential neophobia. On the first day of the experiment (PND85), each rat 
was assigned to a chamber and received one 30-minute magazine training session, 
during which a single banana pellet was freely delivered on a random time 30-second 
schedule. PCA testing began 24-hours following magazine training and lasted 12 days. 
Each daily testing session was 60 minutes in duration and consisted of 25 CS+ and 25 
CS- trials with an average inter-trial interval (ITI) of 60 seconds. CS+ trials consisted of a 
10-second extension of a lever followed by the delivery of 2 banana pellets upon lever 
retraction. During CS- trials, a 10-second extension of the other lever occurred, but no 
reinforcer was delivered upon retraction. The presentation of the CS was pseudorandom 
such that no more than two of the same CS presentations could occur consecutively. The 
assignment of the left and right levers as either CS+ or CS- was counterbalanced across 
animals and within exposure groups.  
 
2.4.2 Fear Conditioning 
The fear conditioning paradigm is used to assess associative learning and memory. Fear 
conditioning is induced when an innocuous CS is contingently paired with an aversive US 
that reflexively creates an unconditioned response. Through the formation of a 
conditioned and unconditioned association, the CS will come to elicit a CR, similar to that 
of innate fear responses (Curzon, Rustay, and Browman 2009). 
 
2.4.2.1 Apparatus 
Experiments were conducted in four standard fear-conditioning chambers (Med 
Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT; 29.53 x 23.5 x 20.96 cm) enclosed in sound-attenuating 
cubicles (63.5 x 36.83 x 74.93 cm). A tone generator presented an auditory cue (90dB, 
2-kHz) as the CS. The steel bars were wired to a shock generator to deliver an electric 
foot shock (1.0 mA) as the US. Chambers were outfitted with either a lemon or vanilla 
scent and flat or zig-zag grid floors as contextual cues, with use of these cues 
counterbalanced across animals within each exposure group. Freezing behaviour, 
defined as total motor immobility except for movement necessitated by respiration 
(Fanselow 1980), was recorded and analyzed using Video Freeze Software. On the cue 
testing day, animals were introduced to a novel context arrangement (e.g., zig-zag grid 
floor substituted for flat grid floors, lemon substituted for vanilla scent) and a plastic sheet 
that rounded the chamber walls was inserted to provide a new context.  
 
2.4.2.2 Behavioural Procedure 
As previously described (Keene and Bucci 2008), the training session consisted of five 
10-second tone presentations followed by foot-shock delivery during the last 2 seconds 
of the tone with an ITI of 64 seconds. Fear conditioning began on PND103 for all animals, 
with the first trial starting 3 minutes after the rat is placed in the chamber. After a 24-hour 
period, freezing to the context was assessed by returning the rats to their original chamber 
for 8 minutes, with no tone or shock presented. One day later, fear conditioning to the 
tone was assessed by placing rats in a novel context. Following an initial 30-second delay, 
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the tone was presented 20 times for 10-seconds each with a 30-second ITI between tone 
presentations. No shock was delivered to the animals. Incidences of freezing were 
recorded during the ITIs on training and tone test sessions, and in 64 second bins during 
the context test session (Keene and Bucci 2008). 

 
2.5 Statistical Analyses 
Data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 27 (Armonk, New York, United 
States) software.  
 
2.5.1 Two-Bottle Choice Test Data Analysis 
Average alcohol intake and preference in adolescence and adulthood were compared 
both within- and between- ages using a 2-way between-subjects ANOVA with adolescent 
nicotine exposure and age as between-subjects factors, for males and females in groups 
exposed to alcohol in adolescence. Average alcohol intake and preference data from 
adulthood only was analyzed by a 2-way between-subject ANOVA with adolescent 
exposure and sex as between-subjects factors. 
 
2.5.2 PCA Behavioural Data Analysis 
Behavioural dependent measures included: (1) number of lever presses and food cup 
entries per session, (2) probability of pressing the lever and entering the food cup during 
a trial and (3) the latency to press the lever and enter the food cup during the 10-second 
CS presentation. Given previously observed sex differences in the impact of adolescent 
nicotine and alcohol exposure on behaviour (Fountain et al. 2008; Kasten et al. 2020), 
males and females were analyzed separately for each behavioural measure using a 2-
way-repeated measures factorial ANOVA with exposure (nicotine vapour and alcohol) as 
a between-subjects factor and day as a within-subject factor. Average PCA index scores 
(described below) for males and females were analyzed with a 2-way ANOVA with 
exposure (nicotine vapour and alcohol) as the between-subjects factor. Cohen’s d was 
also calculated as an estimation of effect size. The interpretation criteria for effect sizes 
were considered small, medium, or large if they corresponded to partial η2 and Cohen’s 
d of at least 0.0099 (d = 0.29-0.49), 0.0588 (d = 0.50-0.79) and 0.13790 (d = ≥ 0.80), 
respectively. 
 
2.5.2.1 Quantification of Sign- and Goal-Tracking Behaviour 
A PCA index score was calculated to classify animals as goal-trackers, sign-trackers or 
intermediates based on average performance during all 12 sessions (Meyer et al. 2012). 
The PCA Index score was calculated as the sum of (1) Response Bias (contacting the 
CS+ lever or food cup entries in relation to total number of CS+ or food cup responses), 
(2) Probability Difference (difference between the probability of pressing the CS+ lever 
and probability entering the food cup) and (3) Latency Score (the difference between 
latency to contact the CS+ lever and latency to enter the food cup), which was then 
divided by 3. Animals with scores of -1.0 to -0.3 were classified as goal-trackers and 
animals with scores of +0.3 to +1.0 were classified as sign-trackers. Animals that were 
within the range of -0.29 to +0.29 were defined as intermediates. 
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2.5.3 Fear Conditioning Data Analysis 
Separate 2-way analyses were conducted for males and females given that they display 
distinct patterns of fear expression (Gruene et al. 2015). Freezing behaviour was 
analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA on each of the three days with adolescent 
exposure (nicotine vapour and alcohol) as the between-subjects factor and trial or block 
(64-second epoch) as the within subjects factor. One male animal in the CO and two male 
animals in the AN group were excluded due to their freezing being more than 2 standard 
deviations outside the mean. 
 
3 Results 
 
3.1 Two-Bottle Preference Test 
 
3.1.1 Female rats consumed more alcohol than males in adulthood, with both sexes 
showing greater alcohol preference in adulthood compared to adolescence. 
 
No main effect of exposure or an exposure by sex interaction was revealed for alcohol 
intake or preference in adolescence or adulthood. A 2-way ANOVA comparing alcohol 
preference from adolescence and adulthood revealed a main effect of age for males 
[F(1,40) = 8.3; p = 0.006, ηp2 = 0.173] and females [F(1,32) = 30.8; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.491] 
where preference for alcohol was higher in adulthood relative to adolescence (Figure 2 
A,B). A significant main effect of age for average alcohol intake (g/kg) was observed in 
females [F(1,32) = 9.3; p = 0.021, ηp2 = 0.156] but not in males, indicating alcohol intake 
was higher in adulthood relative to intake in adolescence for female rats (Figure 2 C,D).  
An overall increase in alcohol intake [F(1,66) = 19.8; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.231] and preference 
[F(1,66) = 21.4; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.245] in adulthood was detected in female rats compared 
to male rats across all exposure groups (Figure 2 E,F). 
 
3.2 Pavlovian Conditioned Approach 
 
3.2.1 Male adolescent nicotine vapour exposure altered reward-associated learning in 
adulthood. 
 
Sign-tracking was measured as lever pressing during CS+ presentation over the 12 
testing sessions. Analysis of the number of lever presses revealed a main effect of 
session for males [F(3.3,116.9) = 11.4; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.246] and females [F(3.0,94.1) = 
9.3; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.231] with lever pressing increasing across sessions. A main effect 
of nicotine vapour was reported for males [F(1,35) = 4.9; p=0.03, ηp2 = 0.123] in the 
between-subject analysis, with both adolescent nicotine vapour-exposed male groups 
exhibiting significantly higher lever pressing compared to CO males (d = 1.0) (Figure 3A). 
No effect of nicotine vapour or alcohol drinking was observed in females (Figure 3B). 
Analysis of the probability to lever press revealed a main effect of session in males 
[F(3.5,122.9) = 25.6; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.422] and females [F(4.0,124.1) = 24.3; p < 0.05, 
ηp2 = 0.440] with the probability to press the lever increasing across sessions. A main 
effect of nicotine vapour exposure was revealed in males [F(1,35) = 9.5; p = 0.004, ηp2 = 
0.214] where both nicotine vapour exposed groups displayed a higher probability to press 
the lever compared to CO (d = 1.2) and AO (d = 0.8) exposure groups (Figure 3C). This 
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effect was not observed in females (Figure 3D). Analysis of latency to lever press 
revealed a main effect of session in males [F(3.4,117.8) = 24.9; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.416] and 
females [F(4.0,123.4) = 24.7; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.443] with latency to press the lever 
decreasing across sessions. Male rats from both groups exposed to vapourized nicotine 
in adolescence demonstrated a shorter latency to press the lever [F(1,35) = 9.1; p = 0.005, 
ηp2 = 0.206] relative to CO (d = 1.2) and AO (d = 0.8) exposure groups (Figure 3E). No 
differences were present amongst exposure groups in female rats (Figure 3F).  
 
Goal-tracking was measured as food cup entries during CS+ presentation over the 12 
testing sessions. Analysis of the number of food cup entries revealed a main effect of 
session for females [F(3.5,108.9) = 6.7; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.177] but not males. There was 
no effect of nicotine vapour or alcohol exposure in either males or females (Figure 4 A,B). 
Analysis revealed a main effect of session for the probability and latency to enter the food 
cup in males [F(2.4,85.6) = 10.9; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.237], [F(2.6,91.0) = 24.2; p < 0.05, ηp2 

= 0.408] and females [F(2.4,74.9) = 10.6; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.256], [F(3.1,96.2) = 25; p < 
0.05, ηp2 = 0.446]. An effect of nicotine vapour for males in the probability and latency to 
enter the food cup was observed [F(1,35) = 5.1; p = 0.03, ηp2 = 0.128], [F(1,35) = 6.6; p = 
0.02, ηp2 = 0.158], with AN exposed males demonstrating a lower probability and longer 
latency to enter the food cup compared to CO (d = 1.1) and AO (d = 1.0) exposed males 
(Figure 4 C,E). In contrast, nicotine vapour exposure had no effect in females for either 
the probability or latency to enter the food cup (Figure 4 D,F). A repeated measures 
ANOVA for CS- approach revealed no significant effects of session and exposure across 
all behavioural metrics for males and females (data not shown). 
 
Analysis of the average PCA index score revealed a main effect of nicotine vapour 
[F(1,35) = 8.4; p = 0.006, ηp2 = 0.194] in males exposed to vapourized nicotine. According 
to Cohen’s criteria, a large effect was observed in the comparison between AN and CO 
(d = 1.2) exposed males, AN and AO (d = 0.9) exposed males, and between NO and CO 
(d = 0.9) exposed males, where male groups exposed to vapourized nicotine had a higher 
PCA index score (Figure 5A). No such effect was observed in females (Figure 5B). Co-
exposure of alcohol and nicotine vapour increased the number of male sign-trackers to 
63.6% relative to male controls of 0%. Conversely, co-exposure of alcohol and nicotine 
vapour had no effect on the number of female sign-trackers relative to female controls 
with 22.2% of co-exposed females presenting with a sign-tracking phenotype compared 
to 25% of female controls (Table 1). 
 
3.3 Fear Conditioning 
 
3.3.1 Adolescent alcohol exposure in male rats impaired learning and contextual fear 
memory. 
 
A main effect of post-shock trial for males [F(3.6,116.4) = 26.8; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.456] and 
females [F(3.1,93.4) = 22.5; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.428] was observed on the conditioning day, 
indicating a progressive increase in freezing behaviour as trials proceeded. During the 
conditioning session, a main effect of alcohol [F(1,32) = 9.2; p = 0.005, ηp2 = 0.224], 
nicotine vapour [F(1,32) = 4.3; p =0.46, ηp2 = 0.119] and an alcohol-by-nicotine vapour 
interaction [F(1,32) = 8.3; p = 0.007, ηp2 = 0.206] was detected in males (Figure 6A), 
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where male adolescent drug exposure resulted in significant deficits in fear acquisition 
relative to CO males. The level of post-shock freezing in females was comparable in all 
exposure groups during training (Figure 6B). 
 
Male and female rats in each group exhibited freezing during the context test, which 
diminished over the course of the session. This was confirmed by a repeated measures 
ANOVA in which there was a main effect of epoch in males [F(4.3,138.9) = 7.1; p < 0.05, 
ηp2 = 0.181] and females [F(3.6,106.8) = 5.7; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.160]. Analysis revealed a 
main effect of alcohol in males [F(1,32) = 5.6; p = 0.02, ηp2 = 0.150] where AO and AN 
exposed males showed less freezing behaviour and demonstrated deficits in context-
related memory (Figure 6C). There was no main effect of exposure on context-related 
memory for female rats (Figure 6D). A main effect of trial on cue testing day was revealed 
for males [F(10.8,345.6) = 8.3; p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.207] and females [F(8.0,240.1) = 7.2; p 
< 0.05, ηp2 = 0.194], indicating both sexes demonstrated extinction of the fear response 
over repeated tone administration. No effect of exposure on cue-related memory was 
detected for either male or female rats (Figure 6 E,F).  
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Figure 2. Adolescent alcohol or nicotine vapour exposure did not alter alcohol drinking in adulthood, but 
adult rats showed higher alcohol preference compared to adolescents. On average, males A) and females 
B) in AO and AN exposure groups had a higher alcohol preference during adulthood relative to their 
preference in adolescence. C) There were no differences in alcohol consumption in males across age. D) 
Females consumed more alcohol as adults compared to their consumption as adolescents. On average, 
females E) drank significantly more alcohol in adulthood and F) had a higher preference for alcohol 
compared to males across all exposure groups. The data is presented as mean ± SEM. * p ≤ 0.05 significant 
differences between A, B, D) adolescent and adult drinking behaviours and E, F) male and female drinking 
behaviours. 
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Figure 3. Adolescent nicotine vapour exposure enhanced sign-tracking behaviours in adult male, but not 
female, rats. Males exposed to nicotine vapour as adolescents showed A) increased lever pressing 
compared to CO males C) increased probability to press the lever compared to CO and AO males and E) 
a shorter latency to press the lever compared to CO and AO males. B, D, F) No differences were observed 
amongst female exposure groups in sign-tracking measures. The data is presented as mean ± SEM. * p ≤ 
0.05 significant difference between males that received vapourized nicotine and males that did not receive 
vapourized nicotine in adolescence. 
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Figure 4 Adolescent nicotine vapour exposure decreased goal-tracking behaviours in adult male, but not 
female, rats. A) No exposure group differences in the number of food cup entries was observed amongst 
males. Males exposed to nicotine vapour as adolescents showed C) decreased probability and E) an 
increased latency to enter the food cup, with a strong effect detected between AN males vs. CO and AO 
males. B, D, F) No differences were observed amongst female exposure groups in goal-tracking measures. 
The data is presented as mean ± SEM. * p ≤ 0.05 significant difference between males that received 
vapourized nicotine and males that did not receive vapourized nicotine in adolescence. 

 
Table 1. PCA Index Scores from Male and Female Rats 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Male         Female         
  CO AO NO AN   CO AO NO AN 
GT 50 45.4 22.2 27.3 GT 50 22.2 33.3 22.2 
Int. 50 36.4 33.3 9.1 Int. 25 22.2 22.2 55.6 

ST 0 18.2 44.5 63.6 ST 25 55.6 44.5 22.2 

Data are presented as percentage of animals in each exposure group exhibiting goal 
tracking (GT), intermediate (Int.) or sign tracking (ST) phenotypes. 
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Figure 5: Adolescent nicotine vapour exposure induced a sign-tracking phenotype in adult male, but not 
female, rats. Lever press and food cup entry number, probability and latency were combined into a PCA 
index score for each session and averaged over the 12 PCA sessions. PCA index scores are used to 
classify rats as sign-trackers (STs) (score +0.3 to +1.0), intermediates (Int.) (score -0.29 to +0.29) and goal-
trackers (GTs) (score -1.0 to -0.3).  A) Male groups exposed to vapourized nicotine in adolescence had a 
higher PCA index score compared to CO males.  B)  No significant differences for PCA index scores were 
detected in females.  The data is presented as mean ± SEM. * p ≤ 0.05 significant difference between males 
that received vapourized nicotine and males that did not receive vapourized nicotine in adolescence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Adolescent alcohol exposure induced associative learning and memory deficits in adult male, but 
not female, rats. Adolescent drug exposure significantly impaired fear acquisition in A) males but not in B) 
females. C) Male groups exposed to alcohol showed impairments in contextual fear memory. D) No 
significant effects were detected in females. E, F) Adolescent drug exposure had no significant effects on 
freezing in males or females during the tone test session. Data is presented as mean ± SEM. * p ≤ 0.05 
significant difference between A) male exposure groups and CO males and C) AO and AN males compared 
to CO males. 
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4 Discussion 
 
Despite the epidemiological findings indicating frequent associations between e-cigarette 
use and alcohol consumption (Zuckermann et al. 2019; Rothrock et al. 2020), there is a 
scarcity of information regarding the long-term behavioural and cognitive consequences 
of their co-use during adolescence. Using a preclinical model of moderate voluntary 
adolescent alcohol intake and passive nicotine vapour administration, the current study 
found that exposure to alcohol and vapourized nicotine during this critical developmental 
period promotes unique sex-specific effects on incentive and associative learning 
processes.  
 
4.1 Effects of Nicotine Vapour and Alcohol on Reward-Related Behaviours 
 
Adult male, but not female, rats exposed to vapourized nicotine in adolescence attributed 
greater incentive value to reward-predicting cues, evidenced by increased approach 
toward the cue (i.e., CS+), and were more likely to express a sign-tracking phenotype. 
The current findings confirm previous observations showing that subcutaneous nicotine 
injections during adolescence produce long-lasting alterations in reward-associated 
learning in adult male rats (Quick et al. 2014). Several studies have shown that exposure 
to substances of abuse promote sign-tracking behaviours (McClory and Spear 2014; 
Madayag et al. 2017), which may contribute to reduced impulse control, psychomotor 
sensitization, and addiction vulnerability (Tomie, Grimes, and Pohorecky 2008). 
Impulsivity is especially of interest, as impulsive-like and sign-tracking behaviours have 
been reported to be correlated (Tomie et al. 1998). The increased impulsivity observed in 
adult rats after adolescent nicotine exposure may provide a potential mechanism 
underlying the increased sign-tracking behaviour that might also contribute to future 
substance-use vulnerability (Counotte et al. 2009).  
 
Alterations to the mesolimbic dopamine system – implicated in multiple aspects of reward 
processing and plays an integral part in the attribution of incentive salience, may account 
for the findings reported here. Previous work has shown associations between dopamine 
and sign tracking, with, for instance, the use of dopaminergic receptor antagonists and 
nucleus accumbens dopamine depletion reducing sign-tracking performance in rats 
(Chow et al. 2016). Indeed, sign trackers and goal-trackers differ in their dopaminergic 
profiles. Specifically, studies have shown that sign trackers have a greater expression of 
dopamine D1 receptor mRNA and higher tissue levels of dopamine and DOPAC 
(dopamine metabolite) in the nucleus accumbens relative to goal-trackers (Flagel, Akil, 
and Robinson 2009; Tomie et al. 2000); whereas goal-trackers exhibit greater expression 
levels of tyrosine hydroxylase, dopamine transporter and dopamine D2 receptor mRNA 
relative to sign-trackers (Flagel, Akil, and Robinson 2009). Collectively, these findings 
suggest dopamine is necessary for eliciting a sign-tracking response. There is also 
evidence of significant changes in the brain’s dopaminergic systems during adolescence. 
For instance, the firing rate of dopaminergic neurons within the ventral tegmental area 
show a heightened excitability and sensitivity to reward-related events (Thorpe et al. 
2020). Additionally, D1 and D2 dopamine receptor densities appear to peak in subcortical 
structures such as the nucleus accumbens and striatum during this developmental period 
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(Wahlstrom, White, and Luciana 2010). Thus, during adolescence, dopamine activity is 
amplified leading to patterns of novelty-seeking and risk-taking behaviours. This, together 
with the fact that the onset of substance use occurs alongside these changes, may 
account for alterations to the mesolimbic system in adolescence. Indeed, adult rodents 
with a history of substance exposure in adolescence have shown increased phasic 
dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens core in response to Pavlovian incentive cues 
(Spoelder et al. 2015). These changes within the mesolimbic pathway likely alter the 
reward circuitry providing a potential biological explanation for the findings observed in 
the present study. Therefore, it can be speculated that the exaggerated sign-tracking in 
males may be attributed to increased dopamine release due to nicotine vapour exposure 
during adolescence. 
 
Our study is also supported by clinical findings suggesting that nicotine use increases 
attentional bias to drug-associated cues in smokers (Chanon, Sours, and Boettiger 2010). 
The ability of nicotine vapour to enhance the incentive value of reward-predicting cues 
may be relevant to the initiation of future smoking and other drug use. A meta-analysis 
revealed adolescent e-cigarette users had more than three times the odds of subsequent 
cigarette use and four times the odds of past 30-day smoking than non-users (Soneji et 
al. 2017). Furthermore, in a human laboratory paradigm, the exposure to passive e-
cigarette use increased adolescents’ urge to smoke a regular cigarette (King et al. 2015). 
Based on our observations of increased sign-tracking, and the epidemiological evidence, 
e-cigarette use in adolescence might pose as a risk factor for future tobacco or other drug 
use and dependence through increasing the incentive salience associated with these 
substances. Adult female rats exposed to nicotine in adolescence appeared to be 
resistant to the long-lasting incentive-salience related effects observed in male rats. This 
contrasts prior findings that nicotine exposure in female rodents enhances the expression 
of sign-tracking behaviours (Stringfield et al. 2019). However, these studies were 
performed in females injected with nicotine in adulthood, whereas repeated injection with 
nicotine in adolescence reduced approach behaviours in adult female rats (Quick et al. 
2014). These sex differences highlight the potential impact of route of administration, as 
well as the age of exposure on the long-term effects of adolescent nicotine vapour 
exposure on reward-related behaviours.  
 
Additionally, we observed pronounced sign-tracking behaviour in female controls 
compared to male controls. These findings are consistent with previous reports 
suggesting sex alone (independent of drug exposure) impacts conditioned approach 
(Madayag et al. 2017; Stringfield et al. 2019) where females may be more likely to 
attribute greater incentive value to reward-related cues. Though, several other factors 
could account for this sex difference in performance such as differences in exploration 
(Alstott and Timberlake 2009), learning (Dalla and Shors 2009) and impulsivity (Lovic et 
al. 2011). Follow-up studies are needed to determine the mechanistic differences that 
underlie these sex-dependent behavioural effects. A critical question is whether the 
observed consequences of alcohol and nicotine exposure is specific to adolescence. 
Earlier findings have reported rodents exposed to alcohol in adulthood had no effect on 
PCA metrics (McClory and Spear 2014). However, prior evidence has shown repeated 
exposure to nicotine in adult rats facilitates the subsequent acquisition of cue-elicited PCA 
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behaviour (Stringfield et al. 2019; Olausson, Jentsch, and Taylor 2003). Given these 
mixed results, the focus of future experiments should expand these findings and 
investigate if they are in fact age-dependent using nicotine vapour administration. 
 
Conversely, adolescent exposure to alcohol had no effect on sign-tracking behaviours in 
adulthood. This adds to the mixed literature suggesting that prior alcohol exposure can 
lead to either an enhanced (Spoelder et al. 2015; Madayag et al. 2017; McClory and 
Spear 2014) or absent (Madayag et al. 2017) sign-tracking response. One factor 
contributing to this discrepancy might be differences in task design; previously, a 
divergence in behavioural responses between adolescent alcohol-exposed and control 
animals was detected by the 14th day of testing (Spoelder et al. 2015), requiring more 
training days than our study included. An additional explanation to account for this 
difference is the administrative route (i.e. self or passive administration) that was 
employed. In fact, alcohol has been documented to elicit different behavioural and 
biological effects depending on the type of administration used (Charlton et al. 2019). 
Interestingly, nicotine vapour and alcohol co-exposure led to similar behavioural profiles 
to nicotine vapour alone in the majority of the PCA measures, suggesting that a 
synergistic or additive effect of nicotine and alcohol was not present for these behaviours 
and their combined effect was primarily driven by the actions of nicotine vapour. However, 
with respect to goal-tracking, males co-exposed to nicotine vapour and alcohol during 
adolescence, but not nicotine vapour alone, showed decreased goal-tracking behaviours 
relative to males exposed to alcohol alone, suggesting a potentiation of nicotine vapour’s 
effects by alcohol. Consistently, co-administration of alcohol and nicotine produces an 
additive release of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens core compared to each drug in 
isolation (Tizabi et al. 2007), as well as behavioural disruptions not observed following 
alcohol administration exclusively (Rezvani and Levin 2002).  
 
4.2 Effects of Nicotine Vapour and Alcohol on Associative Learning and  
Memory 
 
Male, but not female, rats exposed to alcohol, nicotine or the combination during 
adolescence exhibited a deficit in fear acquisition compared to controls as denoted by a 
reduction in the percentage of freezing time across the post-shock trials. These results 
are consistent with previous work suggesting that sex moderates the effects of adolescent 
drug exposure on cognitive function (Noorbakhsh et al. 2020).  Studies have elucidated 
the protective effects of estrogen on brain function (Dhandapani and Brann 2002). Thus, 
estradiol could be a mechanism enabling the lack of a deficit in associative memory in 
female animals, however future studies are warranted to confirm this hypothesis. The 
reduced fear response in adolescent drug-exposed males may hinge on impairments in 
underlying learning mechanisms. Specifically, the amygdala plays a role in the acquisition 
of fear memory (Fendt and Fanselow 1999), and drug use in adolescence has been 
documented to disrupt amygdala processes that persist into adulthood (Kyzar et al. 2017), 
suggesting that the amygdala may be particularly vulnerable to adolescent drug 
exposure. The amygdala is also implicated in tone fear conditioning; however, we found 
adolescent drug exposure did not influence behaviour to the tone presented alone. In 
spite of that, the several nuclei that make up the amygdala each mediate different types 
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of conditioned fear behaviour (Killcross, Robbins, and Everitt 1997). Lesions to the 
basolateral nuclei produce deficits in conditioned fear acquisition, while not altering 
auditory-cue conditioning (Goosens and Maren 2001). This implies that the impairments 
we observed in fear acquisition, but not tone-induced freezing, might be a result of drug-
induced insult to only the basolateral nuclei while sparing other nuclei necessary for tone 
cue-conditioning. Our results are also in agreement with others that found no differences 
in tone freezing responses in adult rats exposed to alcohol or nicotine during adolescence 
(Portugal et al. 2012; Broadwater and Spear 2014). Moreover, adolescent alcohol-
exposed male rats showed contextual memory deficits in adulthood – a cognitive domain 
dependent on the hippocampus (Sanders, Wiltgen, and Fanselow 2003). However, given 
that alcohol exposure compromised fear acquisition, the context memory deficits may not 
be due to memory retention, but a result of learning impairments. Nonetheless, these 
effects corroborate previous literature that have reported alcohol-induced disruptions of 
contextual fear conditioning during adolescence (Broadwater and Spear 2014).  
 
In contrast to earlier findings with nicotine (Portugal et al. 2012; Spaeth et al. 2010), we 
found no effect of adolescent nicotine vapour exposure during contextual fear 
conditioning in either male or female rats. However, these inconsistencies may be a result 
of differing study parameters such as the strain of animal, dose and route of 
administration, and dependent measure to assess fear conditioning. In fact, studies 
utilizing freezing as the dependent measure produced a similar lack of effects (Smith et 
al. 2006), whereas lick suppression protocols showed adolescent nicotine-induced 
deficits (Spaeth et al. 2010). As mentioned, male rats expressed enhanced freezing 
behaviours compared to female rats. However, these discrepancies may not reflect 
genuine learning and memory deficits in females, but rather be a product of our fear 
assessment method. Male rats are more likely to perform inactive responses such as 
freezing, while females engage in active responses such as darting representing escape-
like behaviour, therefore exhibiting lower levels of freezing (Gruene et al. 2015). For that 
reason, future studies should utilize multiple indices of fear behaviours, particularly when 
comparing sexes to mitigate the challenge of interpretating experiments that define 
inactivity as an index of fear. It is also possible that the lower expression of fear precluded 
our ability to detect impairments in fear learning in the female rats. While the exact 
neurobiological basis that underlies this sexual dimorphism remains unknown, these 
findings add to our current understanding regarding the role of sex and drug use in 
learning and memory. 
 
4.3 Effects of Nicotine Vapour and Alcohol on Alcohol Drinking Behaviours 
 
Contrary to our predictions, we found that the exposure to nicotine vapour, alcohol or its 
combination in adolescence had no effect on alcohol intake or preference in adulthood. 
These results are consistent with previous findings on adolescent nicotine and alcohol 
exposure that enforced voluntary access to alcohol in adulthood (Smith, Kelly, and Chen 
2002; Siegmund et al. 2005). However, there are inconsistencies throughout the 
literature, where previous studies have shown early exposure to alcohol either increased 
(Alaux-Cantin et al. 2013; Amodeo et al. 2017) or decreased (Hamidullah et al. 2021) 
subsequent alcohol intake. Additionally, both the exposure to nicotine and the co-
exposure of nicotine and alcohol in adolescence has been reported to enhance alcohol 
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drinking later in life (Lárraga, Belluzzi, and Leslie 2017). These conflicting patterns of 
responses may be dependent on methodological distinctions such as regimen of 
administration during adolescence and choice of alcohol consumption paradigms used in 
adulthood. For instance, forced alcohol exposure has been shown to induce stress as 
opposed to voluntary access, and as a result increases alcohol preference (Siegmund et 
al. 2005). Moreover, taste aversion to alcohol may account for the lack of increased 
alcohol consumption in the present study. Indeed, it is well established that alcohol 
induces an aversive effect in rodents causing the restriction of ingestion, even in those 
selectively bred to prefer alcohol (McKinzie et al. 1996). A pharmacokinetic interaction 
(competitive inhibition) may also be present between alcohol and PG, since both are 
metabolized by alcohol dehydrogenase in the liver (Frie JA 2021; Cunningham, Ku, and 
Sue 2015; Frie et al. 2021). This possibility may have confounded our ability to detect the 
effects of adolescent alcohol and nicotine vapour exposure on alcohol drinking in 
adulthood, as all animals were exposed to the PG/VG vehicle. 
 
Consistent with previous research (Amodeo et al. 2017), we found that female rats 
consumed significantly more alcohol than male rats. A potential explanation for this sex-
specific pattern may be the fact that female rats are less sensitive to the hypnotic effects 
of alcohol relative to males (Cha et al. 2006). This insensitivity would serve as a 
permissive feature, leading females to consume more alcohol before experiencing 
pharmacological feedback that would moderate their intake. Prior studies have suggested 
potential impacts of the female reproductive cycle and fluctuating hormones on alcohol 
intake with changes in the reinforcing properties of alcohol throughout the estrous cycle 
in rats with synchronized cycles (Cha et al. 2006) while others have reported no impact 
in freely cycling rats (Maldonado-Devincci, Badanich, and Kirstein 2010). Though we 
cannot be certain that our female rats are asynchronous, we saw no day-to-day variations 
in their drinking behaviours that would indicate a change in alcohols reinforcing effects. 
Thus, the present results suggest that gonadal hormone fluctuations may have minimal 
influence on the consumption of alcohol in our female rodents. 
 
Although animals exposed to alcohol in adolescence did not differ from controls in alcohol 
consumption during adulthood, within-animal differences in the consumption of alcohol 
during adolescence compared to later drinking demonstrated increases in preference for 
both male and female rats. It was also observed that female rats consumed more alcohol 
in adulthood compared to their intake in adolescence. Given the prominent brain 
development that occurs during adolescence, it is likely that alcohol sensitizes neuronal 
circuits involved in reinforcement (i.e., mesocorticolimbic pathway) that increases the risk 
of alcohol-related issues later in life (Pascual et al. 2009). Additionally, these results may 
suggest that adult consumption is related to solution familiarity as opposed to the effects 
of adolescent alcohol exposure itself. When interpreted this way, our data is in 
accordance with previous findings that have reported enhancement of adult alcohol 
consumption relative to drinking during adolescence due to solution acceptance 
(Broadwater, Varlinskaya, and Spear 2013). Taken together with the literature, our 
findings indicate that the effect of adolescent exposure to nicotine vapour, alcohol or the 
combination in regulating alcohol consumption in adulthood heavily depends on multiple 
variables, and the complexity of these findings highlight the significance in considering 
intra-individual differences as opposed to solely group differences in such analyses. 
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5 Future Directions 
 
Our findings suggest that adolescent nicotine vapour and alcohol exposure result in long-
lasting alterations in behavioural responses related to reward and associative learning in 
adulthood. It is well known that adolescent drug exposure has long-term effects on the 
development of neurobiological systems (see sections 1.3.2, 1.4.1), and it is probable 
that the dopaminergic system is one that is markedly affected. Given that drugs of abuse 
have been shown to produce functional changes in dopamine signalling within key 
regions of the brain – namely the nucleus accumbens (Koob and Le Moal 2001), this 
pathway may be a candidate for the reward-related changes after adolescent drug 
exposure. The molecular adaptations underlying this behaviour are still being elucidated, 
and additional studies measuring protein expression of dopamine receptors would be 
useful for confirming these biological underpinnings. An additional neurobiological 
exploratory avenue is the cholinergic circuitry within the PFC and the role it may play in 
the differences we observed in both PCA and fear conditioning paradigms. For instance, 
sign-trackers have previously been shown to exhibit poor control over attentional 
performance, which is in part due to lower levels of acetylcholine in the PFC relative to 
goal-trackers (Paolone et al. 2013). Further support for this notion was demonstrated by 
Koshy Cherian et al. (2017), where blocking the transport of choline into the PFC neurons 
resulted in an increase in sign-tracking behaviour and a decrease in goal-tracking 
behaviours. Additionally, though the hippocampus and amygdala play critical roles in the 
behavioural responses to fear conditioning, cholinergic innervation by the PFC is 
essential and necessary for the initial formation of fear memories (Wilson and Fadel 
2017). Since early nicotine and alcohol exposure can alter the normal trajectory of brain 
maturation – one of these alterations being cholinergic activity within the prefrontal 
networks, future experiments should explore this circuit activity via in vivo 
electrophysiological recordings and assess nicotinic acetylcholine receptor expression. 
 
Moving forward, we did not find additive effects of the combination of alcohol drinking and 
nicotine vapour; it is likely that alternate dose combinations may be needed to observe a 
drug interaction. However, the present study used voluntary and passive drug 
administration procedures for alcohol and nicotine vapour respectively, making it difficult 
to quantify a specified dose. This can be solved by ensuring adequate consumption is 
achieved during alcohol exposure by using alternative administration methods. For 
instance, oral gavage, which would not only ensure controlled and precise delivery of 
alcohol, but would mitigate the rodent’s inherent aversion to the taste of alcohol, avoiding 
low consumption. Though, this may pose as a stressor for the animal which could alter 
any behavioural effects that are present (Brown, Dinger, and Levine 2000). An additional 
solution to increase alcohol consumption while still using the two-bottle choice paradigm 
is to employ a sucrose-fading procedure. Here, a sweetener is introduced into the alcohol 
solution, and its concentration is gradually reduced over time (Tabakoff and Hoffman 
2000). This technique also resembles the drinking behaviours often seen in humans, 
beginning with sweeter alcoholic beverages before progressing to more potent solutions 
(Ripley and Stephens 2011). Thus, the amount of alcohol consumed is more likely to be 
sufficient to elicit effects that could potentially ensue in adulthood. If a specific dose cannot 
be controlled for alcohol consumption, varying nicotine doses can be achieved by 
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adjusting the time spent in the vapour chamber. However, a limitation with passive 
nicotine exposure is that a notable amount of vapour is left remaining within the chamber 
after the duration of administration. Despite the fact that the dosage of the JUUL pod is 
known, a proportion of vapour in the chamber is not being inhaled. In addition, increased 
variability could potentially arise, due to the difference in breathing rate among the rats 
(Frie et al. 2020). Therefore, to confirm an adequate dose is being absorbed, future 
studies will obtain plasma samples after varying times of nicotine exposure.  
 
Furthermore, we did not assess the impact of co-exposure on the pharmacokinetics (i.e., 
blood nicotine or alcohol levels) and pharmacodynamics of individual drugs, and how they 
may be influenced by age or sex. This is of critical importance considering that the 
majority of our findings were sex-specific. For instance, prior studies using intravenous 
injection of nicotine has been shown to produce higher nicotine plasma levels in females 
relative to males, where females also demonstrated a reduced rate of metabolism, 
increased volume of distribution and prolonged plasma nicotine half-life in comparison to 
their males counterparts (Kyerematen et al. 1988; Harrod, Booze, and Mactutus 2007). 
For that reason, future studies incorporating assessments of plasma drug levels should 
be conducted to establish the potential contribution of such pharmacokinetic and 
pharmacodynamic changes to provide insight into their contribution to the observed 
behavioural results. Moreover, there may be additional differences between males and 
females that might alter the pharmacokinetic profiles of nicotine vapour exposure. One 
such difference are gonadal hormones. Specifically, estrogen has been known to induce 
alterations in the expression of cytochrome P450 enzymes, altering drug metabolism and 
perhaps plasma drug levels (Choi, Koh, and Jeong 2013).  
 
Another variable could be differences in brain nicotine concentrations between the sexes 
as opposed to plasma levels – specifically relevant to nicotine vapour inhalation. A study 
in humans have found e-cigarette puffs resulted in higher concentration of brain nicotine 
levels in women compared to men (Solingapuram Sai et al. 2020). Thus, careful study of 
these parameters is warranted. It is also important to acknowledge that, aside from 
delivering nicotine, JUUL formulations contain flavouring which presents itself as a 
sensory cue or reinforcer. In mice, menthol and nicotine administration has shown to 
increase conditioned place preference, increase the firing frequency of dopaminergic 
neurons in the of midbrain and upregulate nAChRs more than nicotine administered alone 
(Henderson et al. 2017). Additionally, in rats, the self-administration of nicotine was 
enhanced when contingently paired with e-liquid flavouring (Wang, Wang, and Chen 
2014). It is likely that the flavouring in the e-liquid could be a driving force for the observed 
effects. These findings emphasize the need for further studies on the incorporation of 
flavouring in controls exposed to vehicle vapour. 
 
6 Conclusion 
 
The present study is the first to investigate the long-term sex-specific effects of adolescent 
concurrent nicotine vapour and alcohol exposure on subsequent behaviours, showing 
that adolescent alcohol drinking, vapourized nicotine and their combined exposure impact 
reward-driven and cognitive-associated behaviours later in life. These results add to the 
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growing list of findings that highlight the sex-related effects that emerge after adolescent 
drug exposure, and call attention to the importance of using both sexes when measuring 
behavioural and cognitive outcomes. With the recent escalation of e-cigarette use among 
teens and its association with the consumption of alcohol, the current set of results 
underscore the importance of studying the causal consequences of e-cigarette and 
alcohol co-use during adolescence, and ultimately elucidate the neurobiological 
underpinnings that drive the effects of these drugs.  
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